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the only downside is that unlike its counterpart, transmission, it doesn’t allow
you to automatically search for that missing file or podcast episode. in other
words, i’d recommend using the software for downloading only; otherwise, i

would be much more apt to use utorrent. while ive had a torrent client on my
mac for years, thats not to say im that lazy. often, the software doesn’t

realize how much data has been transfered. its easy to see how much data is
left, and how long its been since you last checked, by viewing stats. the

interface is well-designed, and even though it’s clean and well-organized, you
still have the choice of jumping into a file or folder, quickly switching between

files, and seeing quick access to the download and add paths. available for
windows, linux, and macos. free, open-source software. the software works

well enough. the one downside is that for a desktop app, the interface is
somewhat inflexible. simply switching between torrents is a bit cumbersome,

as you have to drag them into a new view. still, it’s free, open-source, so
who’s complaining? so here we are with the best torrent app for mac. it has a
clean and simple ui. you don’t have to remember a ton of settings. you just
click to start a download, and you’ll be able to see how much progress it has
made. when it comes to mac torrent clients, qbittorrent is a software for the
masses. its not as feature packed as some of its rivals, but it does help you

manage your torrents. its good for those who are looking for an app that they
can just get on with.
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